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Introduction
This paper proposes a novel approach to decomposing multiple
human bodies into semantic part regions in unconstrained
environments. Specifically we propose a convolutional neural network
(CNN) architecture which comprises of novel semantic and contour
attention mechanisms across feature hierarchy to resolve the
semantic ambiguities and boundary localization issues related to
semantic body parsing. We further propose to encode estimated pose
as higher-level contextual information which is combined with local
semantic cues in a novel graphical model in a principledmanner.

Proposed CNN Architecture

Proposed AttentionModules
We propose novel semantic attention (left) and contour attention
(right) modules:

Our attention mechanism is element-wise attention which is different
from the channel-wise attention model. Our element-wise attention
model suits better for semantic segmentation which is a dense
prediction problem.

Overall, there are consistent semantic and contour information flows
across the CNN feature hierarchy which are missing in the state-of-
the-art architectures.

Pose as Context
We extract human skeleton map using Deeper-Cut to generate multi-
layer superpixels with different granularities. In each superpixel map, we
compute the geodesic distance from all superpixels w.r.t. the set of
superpixels associated with each skeleton line. Based on the geodesic
distance, the likelihood that semantic part Θp occurs at superpixel yi can
be computed as

Graphical Model
We construct an undirected graph G = (V, E) with pixels and superpixels
as nodes V ={X, Y} respectively. Pose-Pixel Edge EXY connects each
superpixel and its constituent pixels; all spatially adjacent pixels are
connected to form pixel edges EXX; all spatially adjacent superpixels are
connected to form superpixel edges EYY. The cost functions are defined
as

Posterior probabilities of each pixel with respect to part label l can then
be computed following Bayes rule

Each pixel is finally assigned with the label corresponding to the class
with the maximum a posterior probability.
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